Dear Friends of Hyde,

The highlight of Summer 2016 was definitely our fun and inspiring Hyde at 50 Celebration on the Bath campus where 750 alums and friends returned to Bath to celebrate Hyde’s first half-century. The success of the weekend was due to two factors.

First, those of us who work at Hyde put together a captivating gathering of activities and interactions. Second, the alums truly “got out the vote” and effectively convinced their busy peers to cross the bridge from “I’m thinking about it” to “I’m in.” The end result was a weekend that no one will ever forget.

When I ponder our all-time high Annual Fund of $1.2M, it is clear that those same factors were in evidence during the past year. I thank all of you for your support in helping us make this happen.

There are many economic challenges facing Hyde, but two are constant annually: 1) the need to increase financial aid; and 2) the goal of improving faculty compensation. We are committed to widening the doors of access to families of diverse financial means and we must attract and retain committed and accomplished faculty members. Neither is possible without a robust Annual Fund. With thanks to the work of our professionals at Hyde and the generosity of our alumni, parents, and friends, we have been able to experience a robust Annual Fund for several years in succession with this year marking a record high. It won’t surprise you to learn that we hope to top that record next year and will be calling upon you to help us do that.

While we were gearing up for the Hyde at 50 Celebration, a board member asked if we were focused on the last 50 years or the next 50 years. We all came to realize that the latter is our primary source of attention. To be sure, we wanted to honor the efforts and accomplishments of so many Hyde individuals and groups since we opened our doors in 1966. We have now done that. However, we have even bigger hopes and dreams for the next 50 years. While I do not necessarily expect to see that celebration, I absolutely expect that the members of the Class of 2016 and those students currently attending Hyde will be the key players in both planning and observing that occasion. Know that your generous support of their Hyde experiences will prove to have played a critical role in shaping both their educations and Hyde’s first century.

Thanks and Onward,

Malcolm Gauld
President
Mahalia (’08 Bath) and Scout (’10 Bath)
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# Giving Summary

July 1, 2015 through June 30, 2016

## Annual Fund Gifts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board of Governors</td>
<td>$342,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Parents – Bath</td>
<td>$285,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Parents – Woodstock</td>
<td>$230,066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Parents</td>
<td>$240,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>$58,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty, Staff, Friends and Others</td>
<td>$50,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Annual Fund</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,206,482</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Gifts</td>
<td>$167,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital &amp; Endowment Gifts</td>
<td>$2,704,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Hyde Giving</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,078,688</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reported numbers include only cash and payments received. Pledges are not reported in the Giving Summary with the exception of giving to capital and endowment projects.*
**Year-to-Year Comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Annual Fund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$992,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$1,038,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$989,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$1,120,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2016</strong></td>
<td><strong>$1,206,482</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Operating Revenue and Expenses**

2015-2016 Total Operating Revenue

- Tuition, 85%
- Annual Fund, 7%
- Summer/Break Programs, 2%
- School Store, 1%
- Other Income, 2%
- Student Services & Fees, 9%
- Faculty and Staff, 48%
- Administration, 14%
- Facilities, 9%
- Scholarship, 20%
- Programming, 2%
The Board of Governors (2015–2016)

The Board of Governors is responsible for upholding the Hyde mission through sound governance, strategic direction and ensuring Hyde’s short-term and long-term fiscal health and sustainability. The Board’s collective knowledge, leadership and vision are a remarkable asset to Hyde. We offer our gratitude to each member of the Board of Governors.

Nancy Brennan Lund (Board President)
Jeffrey Lund (’06 Woodstock)

Jon (’71 Bath) and Ann Bell
Samuel Bell (’15 Woodstock)

Jeff Black (’78/’79 Bath)

Rick and Dee Dee Chesley
Nathan Chesley (’12 Woodstock)

Al de Molina
Rachel de Molina (’11 Bath)

Jamie Delaney
Ryan Delaney (’10 Woodstock)

Malcolm Gauld (’72 Bath)
Mahalia Gauld (’08 Bath) and Scout Gauld (’10 Bath)

Raymond Koda
Taiga Koda (’08 Woodstock) and Haruka Koda (’10 Woodstock)

Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Angus McAvity (’09 Woodstock)

Tom Moore
Patrick Moore (’03 Bath), Robert Moore (’04 Bath), Joseph Moore (’07 Bath) and Carolyn Moore (’14 Bath)

Jim Silverman (’87 Bath)

John and Lucinda Stanchina
Joseph Stanchina (’14 Bath)

Andrew Sylvester (’03 Bath)

Joe and Debbie Werner
Jason Werner (’06 Woodstock)
Lennox “Bim” Black  
Christopher Black (’76 Bath), David Black (’76 Bath)  
and Jeff Black (’78/’79 Bath)

David Boone and Jacki Hinton  
Aaron Hinton (’98 Bath)

Lloyd “Rusty” and Kristin Day  
Colin Day (’00 Bath) and Jessie Day (’03 Bath)

Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis  
Ross DeAngelis (’04 Bath), Simone DeAngelis (’01 Woodstock)  
and Madeline DeAngelis (’01 Woodstock)

Jack and Gini Diskin  
Brad Diskin (’78 Bath)

Catherine “Nicky” Falck  
Marc Falck (’02 Woodstock) and Olivia Falck (’04 Woodstock)

Larry French  
Todd French (’89 Bath)

James and Marge Freston  
Cary Freston (’79 Bath), Randal Freston (’83 Bath)  
granddaughter Quiana Freston (’07 Woodstock)  
and grandsons Wesley Freston (’11 Bath) and Tyrone Freston (’11 Bath)

Margo Calvetti Frost (’76 Bath)  
Mariel Frost (’10 Bath)

Spencer Garrett (’81 Bath)

Joseph Gauld, Founder  
Malcolm Gauld (’72 Bath), Laurie Gauld Hurd (’75 Bath)  
and Gigi Gauld MacMillan (’82 Bath)

James Grasty (’73 Bath)

Dave and Elizabeth “Hobey” Hinchman  
Steve Hinchman (’81 Bath), David Hinchman (’87 Bath)  
and Josephine Hinchman (’90 Bath)

Rob and Anne Krebs  
Duncan Krebs (’97 Woodstock)

Armin “Rick” Kuder  
Carlyn Kuder (’82 Bath) and Keith Kuder (’85 Bath)

Paul MacMahon  
Timothy MacMahon (’95 Bath), Julia MacMahon (’01 Woodstock)  
and Kerri Schuchmann (’01 Woodstock)

Verna Mayo (’74 Bath)

Stuart Ochiltree  
Molly Ochiltree (’95 Bath)

Gilbert “Gibby” and Cynthia Raff  
David Raff (’81 Bath)

Ray Smart  
Archie Smart (’90 Bath)

Matt Snyder (’94 Bath)

Clay and Judee von Seldeneck  
Roddy von Seldeneck (’96 Bath) and  
Kevin von Seldeneck (’97 Bath)

Chan Wheeler  
Anne Wheeler (’04 Bath)
The 2015-2016 Hyde School Annual Report is published by the Office of Development and Alumni Relations and lists gifts made to Hyde’s Boarding Schools in Bath, Maine and Woodstock, Connecticut, between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016. The listing of contributors does not include donors who gave directly to Hyde’s Charter Schools. Payments on previous year pledges or unfulfilled pledges are not included in the acknowledgements.

(Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy and completeness. Please accept our apology for any errors in the Annual Report. If you detect erroneous information, contact the Development Office at 860-963-4720 or nmissino@hyde.edu)

Hyde School Giving Societies

1966 Circle
In honor of Hyde School’s founding in 1966, the 1966 Circle recognizes Hyde’s most generous and loyal donors. Membership includes those who contributed $25,000 or more to the Annual Fund during 2015 – 2016.
Anonymous
Holly Bartlett
Jon (’71 Bath) and Ann Bell
Jeff (’78/’79 Bath) and Claire Black
Nancy Brennan Lund
Rick and Dee Dee Chesley
Jamie Delaney
Anne Dickerson
Zhongxing Hu and Fang Wang
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
James and Lisa Wallace
Joe and Debbie Werner
Wenlian Li and Xuezhen Huang
Carmen Martocchio
Tom and Mary Moore
Carter and Sandy Sackman
Jim Silverman (’87 Bath)
The Smart Family Foundation, Inc.
Xiaofeng Wang and Wei Han
Yong Wang and Jianju Zeng
Rodney Westmoreland

Governors’ Circle
Governors’ Circle is named in recognition of the outstanding contributions of Hyde’s Board of Governors, our volunteer-led governing body. Membership includes those who contributed $5,000 to $9,999 to the Annual Fund in 2015 – 2016.

Robert Bristow
Harry and Pamela DeWees
Kyle and Linda Felt
Read Fleming
Weiquan Gong and Peishan Chen
Peimin and Yi He
Xiangpend He and Xuhui Niu
Albert and Misty Heyward
John and Kelly Hartman Foundation
Jill La Vea
JC Labowitz and Patti Rounsevell
Haiqiang Li and Hongbo Liu
Tao Li and Junlan Liang
Wen-Pin Lin and Lily Poon
Jianfeng Luo and Peijian Chen
Zhenzhong Mao and Jiong Bao
Robert and Bethany Millard
Jeffrey and Stacey Miller  
Everett and Margaret Presson  
Markus and Mariette Rhyner  
Anthony Rizzo and Nina Romano  
John and Lucinda Stanchina  
Hongbo Tang and Yiping Quyang  
William Taylor  
Clay and Judee von Seldeneck  
Yuejun Wu and Chuncheng Shi  
David Yale  
Qilin Zhou and Wenlin Xie

Gale Weinberg  
Chan and Leslie Wheeler  
Bob and Holly White  
I.W. and Beth Winsten  
Richard and Shari Zins

**HAPA LEADERS’ CIRCLE**

The HAPA Leaders Circle recognizes those donors who continue to generously contribute to Hyde as members of HAPA. This listing includes those HAPA members who contributed $1,000 or more in 2015 – 2016.

Anonymous (2)  
Sam and Carolyn Abernethy  
Todd Adelman and Kristin Wiese-Adelman  
Wojtek and Christine Aronski  
William and Carol Barrett  
Richard and Carol Barron  
John and Maria Bartlett  
Jane Bartrum  
Jon (’71 Bath) and Ann Bell  
Nancy Brennan Lund  
Ron Briggs and Laura Brooks  
Richard and Sutzie Canzonetti  
Terence and Catherine Cardew  
Steve and Margaret Cavalli  
Chris and Sandy Champagne  
Rick and Dee Dee Chesley  
Armand and Audrey D’Amato  
Rusty and Kristin Day  
Al and Donna de Molina

Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis  
Jamie Delaney  
Eddo deLang and Terry Mastrucci
Blue and Gold Club (Alumni)

The Blue and Gold Club recognizes a group of generous Hyde alumni donors who contributed $1,000 or more in 2015-2016.

Anonymous (2)
Scotty Bartlett (’12 Bath)
Jon Bell (’71 Bath)
Pam Bertschy (’81 Bath)
Jeff Black (’78/’79 Bath)
Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Jimmy DiBattista (’94 Bath)
Larry (’78 Bath) and Donna Dubinsky (’81 Bath)
Bob Felt (’90 Bath)
Matt Frankel (’76 Bath)
Malcolm Gauld (’72 Bath) and Laura Denton Gauld (’76 Bath)
Earl (’82 Bath) and Tama Geertgens (’82 Bath)
Joanne Goubourn (’75 Bath)
Ken Grant (’72 Bath) and Claire Denton Grant (’75 Bath)
Gigi MacMillan (’82 Bath)
Mike Mayers (’82 Bath)
Geoff McConnell (’79 Bath)
Samuel Millard (’15 Bath)
Jim Silverman (’87 Bath)
Andrew Sylvester (’03 Bath)
Roddy von Seldeneck (’96 Bath)
Andrew White (’03 Bath)
Tim Williams (’69 Bath)

**Silver Club (Alumni)**

The Silver Club recognizes a group of Hyde’s generous alumni donors who contributed $500 to $999 to the Annual Fund in 2015 – 2016.

Leslie Adelsheim (’81 Bath)
Ian Bartrum (’91 Bath)
Dakin Ferris (’79 Bath)
Kate Foye (’95 Bath)
Samantha Frisoli (’14 Woodstock)
Spencer Garrett (’81 Bath)
Pete Gregory (’89 Bath)
Stu Jones (’78 Bath)
Charles (’83 Bath) and Elizabeth Lutes (’85 Bath)
Tom Morgan (’80 Bath)
Stephanie Nathanson (’94 Bath)
Rachel Tomlinson-Slater (’87 Bath)
Richard Truluck (’88 Bath)
Jason Warnick (’98 Bath)
Thom Williams (’69 Bath)

**Bronze Club (Alumni)**

The Bronze Club recognizes a group of Hyde’s generous alumni who contributed $250 to $499 to the Annual Fund in 2015 – 2016.

Brian (’81 Bath) and Linda Ashforth (’82 Bath)
Michael Austin (’84 Bath)
Margo Frost (’76 Bath)
Susie Galligos (’91 Bath)
Neil Higgins (’82 Bath)
Laurie Gauld Hurd (’75 Bath)
Tim Jaques (’89 Bath)
Craig Mael (’71 Bath)
Andy Mann (’78 Bath)
Matt Schiffman (’05 Woodstock)
Mike Toerge (’67 Bath)
Ken Wiegand (’71 Bath)
Harold Wingood (’74 Bath)
Peter Wright (’85 Bath)

**Phoenix & Wolfpack Club (Alumni)**

The Phoenix & Wolfpack Club recognizes a group of Hyde’s generous alumni who contributed $1 to $249 to the Annual Fund in 2015 – 2016.

Anonymous (3)
Nelson Arnstein (’71 Bath)
Stacey Babb (’96 Bath)
Caitlin Barrett (’10 Woodstock)
Aneth Batamuliza (’11 Bath)
Melinda Baxter (’89 Bath)
Ryan Beaudry (’07 Woodstock)
Mike Berkowitz (’98 Bath)
Marc Bernstein (’96 Bath)
Kayla Berry (’07 Woodstock)
Scott Bertschy (’78 Bath)
Jake Boynton (’05 Woodstock)
Isaac Brower (’09 Bath)
Pete Bugoni (’96 Woodstock)
Patrick Burns (’99 Woodstock)
Jonathan Caine (’81 Bath)
Michael Cannon (’11 Woodstock)
Sarah Carlin (’80 Bath)
Colin Casey (’08 Woodstock)
Marna Chamberlain (’90 Bath)
Billy Coale (’98 Bath)
Adam (’98 Woodstock) and Sarah Coleman (’98 Woodstock)

Shannon Curry (’98 Woodstock)
Will Cutrer (’04 Woodstock)
Mike Deissig (’03 Bath)
Ryan Delaney (’10 Woodstock)
Heather DePaola (’82 Bath)
Kwaku Edusei (’93 Bath)
Neilly Edwards ('99 Woodstock)
Sahba Farivar ('01 Bath)
Matt Ferry ('02 Bath)
Lucy Foerster ('03 Bath)
Scout Gauld ('10 Bath)
Mahalia Gauld ('08 Bath)
Lisa Geller ('93 Bath)
Peter Gels ('08 Woodstock)
Minot Granbery ('72 Bath)
Jesse Grant ('03 Woodstock)
Lauren Grant ('05 Woodstock)
Harry Hayward ('06 Bath)
Buzz Heinrich ('70 Bath)
Marcia Himes ('90 Bath)
Amanda Hunter ('75 Bath)
Georgia Hurd ('03 Bath)
Meddy Hurd ('04 Bath)
Zach Hurd ('99 Bath)
Brett Johnson ('79 Bath) and Jackie Blevins
   Johnson ('79 Bath)
Jim Keating ('78 Bath)
Tim Keene ('96 Bath)
Morgan Kemp ('08 Woodstock)
Henry Kerson ('05 Woodstock)
Dave Lawrence ('92 Bath)
Brian Lowit ('93 Bath)
Hannah MacMillan ('10 Bath)
Nick Mandelstein ('00 Bath)
Dan Markell ('98 Bath)
Rick Mayfield ('80 Bath)
Verna Mayo ('74 Bath)
Kenneth McCafferty ('88 Bath)
Alex McCormack ('09 Bath)
Alicia McFarren ('98 Bath)
Kate McNabb ('98 Woodstock)

Jamie Megruie ('05 Woodstock)
Katie Mehiel ('14 Woodstock)
Kevin Millman ('93 Bath)
Joel Moses ('68 Bath)
Craig Murray ('83 Bath)
Mark Newberg ('82 Bath)
Bryn Nolan ('12 Woodstock)
Claire Oliverson ('06 Woodstock)
Mike Perlstein ('91 Bath)
Hanna Pickering ('95 Bath)
Billy Procida ('07 Woodstock)
Sagel Prosser ('13 Bath)
Cheryl Ranieri ('82 Bath)
Nancy Rosenfeld ('82 Bath)
Craig Rozen ('90 Bath)
Maggie Russell-Brown ('00 Woodstock)
Ross Sanner ('01 Bath)
Alex Scarcella ('96 Bath)
Rob Schuller ('78 Bath)
Annabelle Shields ('87 Bath)
Sam Speiller ('00 Bath)
Laura Sternberg ('04 Woodstock)
Mark Stevens ('76 Bath)
Doug Sweeney ('03 Woodstock)
Sam Tobis ('07 Woodstock)

Lauren Torres ('03 Bath)
Sandy Turman ('83 Bath)
Deirdre Vander Schaaf ('94 Bath)
Lauren Walcott ('01 Bath)
Meg Wholey ('75 Bath)
Chip Wohlstetter ('11 Bath)
Alison Woodward ('92 Bath)
Whitney Wright ('71 Bath)
As the cornerstone of philanthropy at Hyde, families of current students generously contributed over $515,000 to the 2015-2016 Parents Fund. We thank the many parent donors and dedicated Parents Fund Chairs — our volunteers who ensured another successful year.

**Bath Campus**
Anonymous (7)
Alyson Allen
Mark and Kimberly Andrews
Scott and Catherine Bardier
Holly Bartlett
Thomas and Lori Bassinger
Christopher and Diane Borjes
Robert Bristow
Jerry and Cynthia Brown
Angela Calle
Jody Carlucci
Edward Carter
Yogesh and Priya Chandrasain
Albert and Swee Ling Chen
Jennifer Clarke
Mark and Lindsay Clement
William and Lucy Conner
John and Shannon Coray
William and Ultima Danforth
Filomena Daniele
Benjamin and Bonita Davis
Randall and Sharon Davis
Sharone Einhorn
John and Lisa Flack
Arnold Fox
Colin and Kate Foye (’95 Bath)
Jonathan and Donna Frankel
Liang Ge and Qunhua Nong
Earl (’82 Bath) and Tama Geertgens (’82 Bath)
Marc Glickman and Laurie Feldman-Glickman
Lynne Goldberg
Dean and Gaynelle Gosselin
Sean and Tracy Graham
Kevin and Mary Grover
Thomas and Elizabeth Hannah
Brenda Harrison
An He and Jiayan Yin
Jixian He and Yuan Su

Peimin and Yi He
Leonard and Althea Henderson
Charles Hewitt and Kate Carey
Albert and Misty Heyward
Neil Higgins and Mary Thompson
Robert Higgins and Li Wang
Lori Hobart
Theodore Howard
Lisa Jennings
William and Edith Kellogg
Scott Kidger
Christine Kiebert-Boss
Yong Kim and Hwa Wook Lee
Kim and Jane Kirby
Jill La Vea
Timothy and Christina Larson
Kimberly Lee
Luc and Sara Levensohn
Haiqiang Li and Hongbo Liu
Tao Li and Junlan Liang
Helena Librett
Tiezhu Liu and Guiping Li
Ariane Loeb
Tommy and Nathalee Lowrie
Charles (’83 Bath) and Elizabeth Lutes (’85 Bath)
Weiping Ma and Yufen Wu
Giselaine Maltby and Paul Coulombe
Mark and Laura McCaffrey
Geoff (’79 Bath) and Renee McConnell
Steve Mooney and Mary Howard
Philip and Judith Morace
Ira Morgenstern
Lynn Mortazavi
Louise Nelson
Nicole Norton
David and Locke Ogens
Kevin and Page O’Rourke
Robert and Elizabeth O’Toole
Taine and Jennifer Pechet
Lee and Michelle Porter
Everett and Margaret Presson
Karen Primak
Jane Purdy
Julie Reese Bennett
Timothy Rowe
Janet Santaniello
Anne Scharpf
Audrey Sherman
Andrew Siben and Leslie Hyman-Siben
David Spiega and Dominica Tallarico
Fredrick Thaler and Kathleen Mooney
Kirk and Julie Thomas
Caroline Toby
Jed Tolman and Kathleen Roche Tolman
Brian Trial
Francis and Jody Trombetta
Richard (’88 Bath) and Kirstie Truluck
Eugene and Debbie VanVort
Kevin Varney and Betsy Hildebrandt
James and Lisa Wallace
Xiaofeng Wang and Wei Han
John and Holly-Jo Ward
Joanna and Olive Grover Watson
Rodney Westmoreland
Matthew and Diana Weymar
Kelly Williams
I.W. and Beth Winsten
Douglas Wolinsky and Anne McClellan
Bin and Changxia Xu
Airong Zhao and Jianhua Gu
Jingchun and Chunping Zhao
Xiaoming and Yuhua Zhao
Qilin Zhou and Wenlin Xie
Richard and Shari Zins

Ping Cao and Wenjie Yu
Betsy Churchill
Peter and Kimberley Cion
Howard and Laura Cohen
Joseph and Carol Conigliaro
James and Elizabeth Conklin
Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Ethan Corliss and Pamela Schaefer
Harry and Pamela DeWees
Anne Dickerson
Herbert and Pamela Dillenkofer
Keith and Linda Dorsey
David Douek
Melody Duffy
Jesse and Karen Dunbar
Sharone Einhorn
Peter and Christine Featherston
Rodney and Patricia Felder
Catherine Freebody
Vincent and Janine Fusco
David Gardner and Phyllis Guerra
Hermann Germ and Kimberly Germ-Cramer
Weiquan Gong Gong and Peishan Chen
Nilufer Gozatan
Bin Guan and Xiaoyan Pei
John Hall
Kelli Hall
Xiangpend He and Xuhui Niu
Brian and Karen Howes
Zhongxing Hu and Fang Wang
Lizhi Yu and Huahua Huang
David Humsey
Richard and Lori Jabara
E. Mark Janjigian
Mark and Becky Joyce
Michael and Elizabeth Kahrnoff
Todd Katz and Satomi Yoshida-Katz
Caroline Kent
Kevin and Tammy Kirby
Lawrence and Caren Leventhal
Wenlian Li and Xuezhen Huang
Wen-Pin Lin and Lily Poon
Jianfeng Luo and Peijian Chen
Daniel and Kathleen Mandel
Zhenzhong Mao and Jiong Bao
Jennifer Marlin
Carmen Martocchio
Christopher and Claudia McGill
Eric and Mandy McKinley

Woodstock Campus
Massimo Agostini and Sara De Carli
Mark and Heather Antoinetti
Joseph and Cynthia Basile
Roy and Bonnie Bassette
Gail Bell
John Boylan
Carolyn Callender-Cipoletta
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**Alumni Donors**

We thank and recognize the alumni who honored their alma mater with a gift to the Annual Fund. Their generosity and participation are deeply appreciated, and we applaud our new and returning alumni donors who helped to raise alumni participation by 64% in 2015-2016.

1967

Mike Toerge (Bath)

1968

Joel Moses (Bath)

1969

Thom Williams (Bath)
Tim Williams (Bath)

1970

Buzz Heinrich (Bath)

1971

Nelson Arnstein (Bath)
Jon Bell (Bath)
Craig Mael (Bath)
Ken Wiegand (Bath)
Whitney Wright (Bath)

1972

Malcolm Gauld (Bath)
Minot Granbery (Bath)
Ken Grant (Bath)

1974

Verna Mayo (Bath)
Harold Wingood (Bath)

1975

Joanne Goubourn (Bath)
Claire Denton Grant (Bath)
Amanda Brooks Hunter (Bath)
Laurie Gauld Hurd (Bath)
John Kanik (Bath)
Meg Whooley (Bath)
1976
Matt Frankel (Bath)
Margo Calvetti Frost (Bath)
Laura Denton Gauld (Bath)
Mark Stevens (Bath)

1978
Scott Bertschy (Bath)
Jeff Black (Bath)
Larry Dubinsky (Bath)
Stu Jones (Bath)
Jim Keating (Bath)
Andy Mann (Bath)
Rob Schuller (Bath)

1979
Jeff Black (Bath)
Dakin Ferris (Bath)
Brett Johnson and Jackie Blevins Johnson (Bath)
Geoff McConnell (Bath)

1980
Sarah Carlin (Bath)
Rick Mayfield (Bath)
Tom Morgan (Bath)

1981
Leslie Adelsheim (Bath)
Brian Ashforth (Bath)
Pam Bertschy (Bath)
Jonathan Caine (Bath)
Ken and Lori Cooke (Bath)
Donna Dubinsky (Bath)
Spencer Garrett (Bath)

1982
Linda Ashforth (Bath)
Heather DePaola (Bath)
Earl and Tama Geertgens (Bath)
Neil Higgins (Bath)
Gigi Gauld MacMillan (Bath)
Andy Mayers (Bath)
Mark Newberg (Bath)
Cheryl Ranieri (Bath)
Nancy Rosenfeld (Bath)

1983
Charles Lutes (Bath)
Craig Murray (Bath)
Sandy Turman (Bath)

1984
Michael Austin (Bath)

1985
Elizabeth Lutes (Bath)
Peter Wright (Bath)

1987
Annabelle Shields (Bath)
Jim Silverman (Bath)
Rachel Tomlinson-Slater (Bath)

1988
Anonymous
Kenneth McCafferty (Bath)
Richard Truluck (Bath)

1989
Melinda Baxter (Bath)
Pete Gregory (Bath)
Tim Jaques (Bath)

1990
Marna Chamberlain (Bath)
Bob Felt (Bath)
Marcia Himes (Bath)
Craig Rozen (Bath)
Archie Smart (Bath)
1991
Ian Bartrum (Bath)
Susie Galligos (Bath)
Michael Perlstein (Bath)

1992
Dave Lawrence (Bath)
Alison Woodward (Bath)

1993
Kwaku Edusei (Bath)
Lisa Geller (Bath)
Brian Lowit (Bath)
Kevin Millman (Bath)

1994
Jimmy DiBattista (Bath)
Stephanie Nathanson (Bath)
Deirdre Vander Schaaf (Bath)

1995
Kate Gatchell Foye (Bath)
Hanna Pickering (Bath)

1996
Stacey Babb (Bath)
Marc Bernstein (Bath)
Peter Bugoni (Bath)
Tim Keene (Bath)
Alex Scarcella (Bath)
Roddy von Seldeneck (Bath)

1998
Mike Berkowitz (Bath)
Billy Coale (Bath)
Adam and Sarah Coleman (Woodstock)
Shannon Curry (Woodstock)
Dan Markell (Bath)
Alicia McFarren (Bath)
Kate McNabb (Bath)
Jason Warnick (Bath)

1999
Patrick Burns (Woodstock)
Neilly Edwards (Woodstock)
Zach Hurd (Bath)

2000
Nick Mandelstein (Bath)
Maggie Russell-Brown (Woodstock)
Sam Speiller (Bath)

2001
Sahba Farivar (Bath)
Ross Sanner (Bath)
Lauren Walcott (Bath)

2002
Matt Ferry (Bath)

2003
Mike Deissig (Bath)
Lucy Foerster (Bath)
Jesse Grant (Woodstock)
Georgia Hurd (Bath)
Doug Sweeney (Woodstock)
Andrew Sylvester (Bath)
Lauren Torres (Bath)
Andrew White (Bath)

2004
Will Cutrer (Woodstock)
Meddy Hurd (Bath)
Laura Sternberg (Woodstock)

2005
Jake Boynton (Woodstock)
Lauren Grant (Woodstock)
Henry Kerson (Woodstock)
Jamie Megru (Woodstock)
Matt Schiffman (Woodstock)

2006
Harry Hayward (Bath)
Claire Oliverson (Woodstock)

2007
Anonymous
Ryan Beaudry (Woodstock)
Kayla Berry (Woodstock)
Rachel Morse (Bath)
Billy Procida (Bath)
Sam Tobis (Woodstock)
2008
Anonymous
Colin Casey (Woodstock)
Mahalia Gauld (Bath)
Peter Gels (Woodstock)
Morgan Kemp (Woodstock)

2009
Isaac Brower (Bath)
Alex McCormack (Bath)

2010
Anonymous
Caitlin Barrett (Woodstock)
Ryan Delaney (Woodstock)
Scout Gauld (Bath)
Hannah MacMillan (Bath)

2011
Aneth Batamuliza (Bath)
Michael Cannon (Woodstock)
Chip Wohlstetter (Bath)

2012
Scotty Bartlett (Bath)
Bryn Nolan (Bath)

2013
Sagel Prosser (Bath)

2014
Samantha Frisoli (Woodstock)
Katie Mehiel (Woodstock)

2015
Samuel Millard (Bath)

HAPA Donors
The more than $240,000 in gifts to the Annual Fund from HAPA donors for the 2015 – 2016 fiscal year is a testament of commitment. A heartfelt thank you to HAPA for their ongoing and loyal support of Hyde.

Bath Campus
Anonymous
Sam and Carolyn Abernethy
Todd Adelman and Kristin Wiese-Adelman
Dave and Kim Allen
Tony and Gail Annis
Wojtek and Christine Aronski
Stephen and Debbie Baker
Pat and Sue Barney
Richard and Carol Barron
John and Maria Bartlett
Jane Bartrum
George and Peace Baxter
Charles Beckman
Susan Beegel
Ted and Barbara Borek
Arnie and Linda Borish
Helen Bosley
Reade and Martha Brower
Caree Brown
Sharon Bushner
Michael and Sherilyn Byrd
Steve Cary
Steve and Margaret Cavalli
Ted and Jane Cercos
Chris and Sandy Champagne
Joshua and Kathy Chasan
Loy Chipley
Clayton and Maggie Chessman
Bill and Sharon Coale
Steven Cole and Adele Blong
Ann Conlin Tanenbaum
Chuck and Pat Conner
Ken (‘81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (‘81 Bath)
Scott Cooledge
Douglas Crane and Deje Zhoga
Armand and Audrey D’Amato
Beverly Davis
Lavoe Davis
Rick Davis
Lynn Dawes
Rusty and Kristin Day
Al and Donna de Molina
Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis
Louise Dupuis
Patty Durkin
Alan and Joannie Earhart
Andrew and Eileen Eder
David Epstein
Kyle and Linda Felt
Nina Fixler
Bobbie Fleming
Read Fleming
Hank and Anne Flint
Karen Fournier
Chris and Noel Foy
George and Sue Frost
Tim Frost and Margo Calvetti Frost (’76 Bath)
Don and Kate Fusco
Dick and Anita Galway
Joey Gauld
Malcolm Gauld (’72 Bath) and Laura Denton Gauld (’76 Bath)
Nancy Geiger
Jon and Geri Goldstein
Ken and Connie Gongaware
Joanne (’75 Bath) and Pierre Goubourn
Bernie Gould
Bernard and Jacki Gran
Steven and Stacy Greenberg
Donald and Elizabeth Grybko
Michael and Theresa Haggett
Frederic “Fritz” Hammond
Robert Hardwicke
Pam and Tom Hardy
Steve and Shelley Harris
Sandra Henson
Neil Higgins and Mary Thompson
Dave and Hobey Hinchman
Bill and Janet Hoffman
Joseph Horning and Fiona Lovell-Horning
Dewey and Jody Houck
Jean Humphrey
Laurie Gauld Hurd (’75 Bath)
Phillip and Victoria Jackson
Jeffrey and Catherine Jacobs
Stephen and Patricia Jamison
Bill Jenks
Robyn Jennings

Owen and Chris John
Betsy Jones
Pamela Jones
Lisa Joy
John Kanik (’75 Bath)
Eric Kaplan and Ruth Perretti
Warren and Tricia Keene
Herman and Diane Klemick
Bernie and Susan Kosmick
Margot Kovach
Ezra Krieg and Marsha Eisenberg
Rick and Peggy Kuder
Mike Laflamme and Lisa Walker
Peter and Catherine Lawler
Chris Leighton and Jacki Alpert
Donna and John Leonard
David and Sylvia Lichtenger
Hal and Jody Litchford
Mike and Melissa Lojek
Neal Ludeke
Dennis and Elaine Lundgren
Don MacMillan and Gigi MacMillan (’82 Bath)
Andy Mann (’78 Bath)
Robin Markell
Darrell and Hsiu-Te Mathis
Michael McDonald
Robert and Bethany Millard
Gisela Moore
Tom and Mary Moore
Dan Morgan
DeeDee Morse
Suzanne Munson
Ed and Linda Murphy
Barry and Shelly Naft
Pat Palmer
Della Pegolotti
Bill and Carol Pierskalla
Dick and Karen Platte
Nicholas and Mal Powlovich
Doug and Christine Preston
Fred and Diana Prince
Peter and Sarah Proach
Gibby and Cynthia Raff
Sheila Ramer
Deborah and Gilbert Raulston
David and Susie Reed
Mary Jane Rivers
John Romac
Paul and Alice Ronty
Bruce and Irina Rosenblum
Alan and Carol Rubenstein
Claude and Jill Saleebey
David and Julie Samber
Leela Sanford Pratt
Mike and Karin Sayegh
Paul Schneider
Eric Schwartz
Mary Segars
Michael and Anne Sheaffer
Mike and Rosemary Shields
William and Joan Smith
Richard and Susan Spence
Jerry Stadtmueller and Cathy Luther
John and Lucinda Stanchina
Steven and Jennifer Sterling
Jeff and Stephanie Stern
Barbara Stuart
Mark Sunshine and Christy McElhaney
Quynn Taylor
Mark Thiel
Adam and Melissa Titone
Mona Todras
Jed Tolman and Kathleen Roche Tolman
Richard and Nancy Truluck
Sandy Turman ('83 Bath) and Dot Robinson
Rick and Susan Umbach
Marilynn Vander Schaaf
Jim Violette and Tamara Hall
Clay and Judee von Seldeneck
Ross and Kathy Wagner
Dan and Gina Waldman
Steve and Cindy Warnick
William and Regina Warren
Matthew and Diana Weymar
Chan and Leslie Wheeler
Lisa Williams and Chris Blake
Alan and Cheryl Wohlstetter
Chuck and Cynthia Wright
Marc Yagjian
John and Maureen Yoder
Hap and Nancy Young
Michael and Brenda Zanta

Woodstock Campus
Anonymous (4)
Mel Auston
Fabio and Alexandra Azevedo
William and Carol Barrett
Raymond and Genette Beach
Jon ('71 Bath) and Ann Bell
Jay and Kathleen Bellwoar
Bruce Berger
Michel Bezy and Isabelle Geoffroy
Giovanie Biha

Peter and Janice Bockmeyer
David and Julie Borsani
Suzi Boschan
Nancy Brennan Lund
Ron Briggs and Laura Brooks
Alan and Sheri Brooks
Stacey and David Brooks
Richard and Sutzie Canzonetti
Jim and JoAnne Capecelatro
Terence and Catherine Cardew
Sarah Carlin ('80 Bath) and Derek Beckwith
Wright and Deborah Carreau
Letah Carruthers
David and Mary Beth Casey
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis and Claire Cavalli
Rick and Dee Dee Chesley
Bill and Sharon Coale
Bev Coleman
Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Paul and Jeanne Curry
Bob Dandrew and Dale Bennett
Benjamin and Bonita Davis
Rick Davis
Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis
Jamie Delaney
Edo deLang and Terry Mastrucci
Lisa Dickson and Rodger Strickland
Steve Dore and Peggy O’Leary
Larry (’78 Bath) and Donna Dubinsky (’81 Bath)
Katherine Ellin and Gilead Tadmor
Sam Felder and Arietta Slade
Andrew and Jenna Field
Kathy Field
Laura and Joe Franklin
Barry and Tamara Freeman
Carol Fritz
David Garfunkel and Isabella D’Agostino
Ken Grant (’72 Bath) and Claire Denton
Grant (’75 Bath)
Brew and Libby Hagood
Mark Halperin
Frederic “Fritz” Hammond
John and Drusilla Haran
Thomas Heyer and Deborah Odell
Anne Hitchcock
Joseph Huston
Nathan and Kathleen Jean-Jacques
Kenneth Joseph and Elyse Seidner-Joseph
Lynn Kane-Nixon
Herb and Leah Kaplan
Marty and Beth Katz
Raymond and Miwa Koda
Mary Kompass
Rob and Anne Krebs
Jeanne Kruse
JC Labowitz and Patti Rounsevell
William and Sallie Larsen
Peter and Christine Leventhal
Michael Linehan
Don and Gigi MacMillan (’82 Bath)
Doug and Laura Main
Anthony and Marilyn Malone
Dick and Jean Masland
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Mark and Laura McCaffrey
Kevin McKiernan and Valerie Carnevale
Craig and Debra Moss
Thomas and Anne Natale
Giorgia Neidorf
Tom and Traci Nelson
Scott and Sue Nittler
Jean Noonan
Michael and Kathy O’Dea
Ruben Orduna and Elizabeth Hill
Peter and Diane Pappas
Marty and Merrill Pavane
Val Payne-Masse and Chuck Masse
Kevin and Aileen Peters
Jon and Krista Preble
Doug and Christine Preston
Jane Price
Pamela Racicot
Kit Regnery and Alice Paylor
TJ and Andrea Roma
Skip and Erma Ruffkess
Carter and Sandy Sackman
Michael and Janice Schiffman
Marilyn Selber
Daniel Serpico and Kate Walsh
Ed Sinnott
Mark and Patricia Smaldone
Peter and Nancy Smith
Bill Sobo and Wendy Ludwig
Laura Solorio
Edward and Anna Stanislowski
David Tobis and Risa Jaroslow
Sue Vereline
Allan and Carrie Walker
Gale Weinberg
Eric and Fern Weis
Joe and Debbie Werner
Bob and Holly White
Barbara Whiteford
Susan Wysocki
Hal Zwick

Grandparent Donors

Hyde thanks all of our grandparents for their donations
to the Annual Fund in 2015 – 2016!

Bath Campus
Donald and Doris Anderson
Dibbie Appleton
Judith Cohen
Vance and Evelyn Dearborn
Joan Durocher
Bobbie Fleming
Joey Gauld
Sandy Holloway
John and Noella Jane
Betsy Jones
Nelson Kasfir and Elizabeth Blum
Mr. and Mrs. James Kirby
Gibby and Cynthia Raff
Richard and Nancy Truluck
Marilynn Vander Schaaf
Marjorie Wolinsky
Joe and Rosemary Younk

Woodstock Campus
Anonymous
Frances Auchincloss
Richard DiLorenzo
Louise Harpel
John and Noella Jane
Bernadette McLaughlin
Helen Pepper
Clarence and Barbara Peterson
Joel and Sally Rabine
John and Maureen Yoder
Joe and Rosemary Younk

Faculty, Staff and Friends
We thank all the faculty, staff and friends for their dedication and generosity to the School. Our faculty and staff achieved 100% participation in the Annual Fund and contributed over $50,000

Bath Campus
Lindsey Armstrong
Cheryl Baggett
Heather and Ben Beam
Brandy Beckwith
Corey Begly
Joy Bengtson
Stacey and David Brooks
Erin Brown
Jackie Buck
Jimmy Carleton
Sarah Clifford
Jenny Collinson
Rachelle Cromwell
Tammy Deion
Mary Denzer
Josh Devriendt
Bill Doe
Susan Dube
Louise Dupuis
F. Pierce Ellinwood
Michael Flynn
Kevin and Rachel Folan
Erin Ford
Lisa Fourre
Colin and Kate Foye ('95 Bath)
Joey Gauld
Malcolm Gauld ('72 Bath) and Laura Denton Gauld ('76 Bath)
Lisa Geller ('93 Bath)
Ken Grant ('72 Bath) and Claire Denton Grant ('75 Bath)
Jennifer Grilly
Tim Gustafson
KC Hambleton
Pam Hardy
Jake Heeren
Tripp and Alison Henderson
Maggie Hess
Lori Hobart
Shawn Hopkins
Elaine Jackson
Stefan Jensen
Betsy Jones
Sam Jonynas
Christa Kalke
Megan Kelley
Logan and Hillary Kidwell
Shane Kindlimann
Lisa Laplante
Faye Larrabee
Donna and John Leonard
Jennifer Lobozzo
Al Lowell
Nick Lucas
Fan Luo
Gigi MacMillan ('82 Bath)
Alex McCormack ('09 Bath)
Karen Moody
Mary Moody
Cindy Morgan
Louisa Morris
Peter Morrison
Matt Newberg
McKayla Nuffer
Dave Pappalardo
George Paton
Ann Peden
Jenny Pinkham
Joel Randazza
Shannon Richards
Dave Pappalardo
John Romac
Randy Smith
Wanda Smith
Caitlin Sperzel
Richard (’88 Bath) and Kirstie Truluck
Derek Veilleux
Matthew and Diana Weymar
Meg Whiteford
Jennifer Wilkey
Kelly Willey
Sharlene Willey
Andy Wimmer

Woodstock Campus
Christine Antos
Lucien Beaulieu, Jr.
Pam Bertschy (’81 Bath)
Irene Boudreau
Peter and Megan Bugoni
Debbie Campbell
Michael Cannon (’11 Woodstock)
Chrystal Charles
Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Dave Corey
Ryan Delaney (’10 Woodstock)
Tina Desabota
Kris DiNoia
Donna Dubinsky (’81 Bath)
Mark Duethorn
Bob (’90 Bath) and Brooke Felt
Amanda Fuller
Gary Giambattista
Pete Gregory (’89 Bath)
Barbara Hackett
Felicia Hanson
Aaron Hogarty
Mamie Horstmann
Marie Janket
Wesley Jenkins
Morgan Kemp (’08 Woodstock)
Mo Kenney
Colin Lahiff
Alex LaBeef
Jane Letourneau
Sommer Mahoney
Bruce Mayo
Karen McGovern
Louise Meade
Julia Meyerhoff
Nicole Missino
Dineo Mmutla
Gary Monnier
Greg Nichols
Tom and Traci Nelson
Sue Nowak
Diana O’Connor
Daniel Osar
Kraig Page
Todd Patrie
Jon Preble
Pamela Racicot
Susie Racine
Tricia Renaud
Matthew Richard
John Rigney
Sean and Bobbie-Jo Saucier

Sue Schofield
Kayla Sheehan
Stephen Sheehan
Deb Smith
Tricia Uber
Carrie Walker
Jason (’98 Bath) and Colleen Warnick
Steve and Cindy Warnick
Joshua Welch
Tucker White
Vanessa Zhao
FORMER FACULTY AND STAFF

**Bath Campus**
- Anonymous (2)
- Melinda Baxter ('89 Bath) and Walter Gregg
- Scott Bertschy ('78 Bath)
- Jeff and Melissa Burroughs
- Bev Coleman
- Mahalia Gauld ('08 Bath)
- Lauren Grant ('05 Woodstock)
- Laurie Gauld Hurd ('75 Bath)
- Tim Keene ('96 Bath)
- Doug Lally

**Woodstock Campus**
- Ian Bartrum ('91 Bath)
- Sarah Carlin ('80 Bath)
- Will Cutrer ('04 Woodstock) and Jessica DeAngelis-Cutrer
- Lavoe Davis
- Lynn Dawes
- Jonathan Edwards
- Kyle and Linda Felt
- Colin Fredericks White
- Eric Kelly
- Kathy O’Dea
- Sarah Robison
- Rob Schuller ('78 Bath)

FRIENDS

**Bath Campus**
- Penelope Bliss
- Juanita Britton
- Henry and Audrey Cheetham
- Luo and Xiaoling Luo
- Wayne and Suzanne Martin
- Gordon Plumb

**Woodstock Campus**
- Michael Sheehan

MATCHING GIFTS, CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

Matching gifts evolve from the partnership of corporations and the charitable interests of their employees. We offer our gratitude to these companies for their matching gifts to the 2015-2016 Annual Fund and for other purposes. We also thank our donors who initiated these gifts.

MATCHING GIFTS

- Aetna Foundation
- Bank of America Matching Gifts
- Boeing
- Levi Strauss Foundation
- Unum
- Wells Fargo Foundation

CORPORATIONS

**Bath Campus**
- Jaques & Company, Inc.
- York Preparatory School, Inc.

FOUNDATIONS

**Bath Campus**
- Aegon Transamerica Foundation
- Bernard R. & Alva B. Gimbel Foundation, Inc.
- The Eder Family Foundation, Inc.
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Frankel Family Foundation
- Frederick H. Prince Testamentary Trust
- The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
- Jewish Community Endowment Fund
- John and Kelly Hartman Foundation


**RESTRICTED AND SPECIAL FUNDS**

*Below is a listing of Hyde donors who contributed restricted funds towards scholarships, endowment, or other projects.*

**Athletics**  
*Woodstock*  
Jason Werner (’06 Woodstock)

**Benjamin Burlock Memorial Scholarship Fund**  
Walter and Sara Burlock  
Donna De Santis Buymaster  
Shawn and Sarah Good  
Charles Pohl and Eve Niguette

**The Biggest Job**  
Stuart Shaw

**Blanche Gauld Scholarship Fund**  
Bob and Betty Masse

**Family Renewal Center – Bath**  
Peter and Sarah Proach

**The George Hammond Memorial Fund**  
Frederic “Fritz” Hammond

**Michael V. Dawes Enrichment Award**  
Michael and Regina Jaye

**Restricted Capital Projects**  
*Bath*  
Jim (’71 Bath) and Lynn Irving  
Rob Irving (’73 Bath)

**Woodstock**  
Yuyuan She and Xiaoqing Wu

**Restricted Financial Aid**  
Clay and Judee von Seldeneck

**Scholarship Fund**  
*Bath*  
Anonymous  
Holly Bartlett  
Sanford and Judy Jones  
Dave Pappalardo

**Woodstock**  
Stephanie Gosselin

**Unrestricted Capital**  
Anonymous  
Jeff (’78/’79 Bath) and Claire Black  
Nancy Brennan Lund  
Malcolm and Dana McAvity  
Joe and Debbie Werner

**Wilderness Program**  
Bill and Janet Hoffman

**Woodstock Theatre**  
Greater Worcester Community Foundation  
Betty Hale
**Bath Senior Parent Gift — Class of 2016**

Campus Center and Reception Hall  
Mark Glickman and Laurie Feldman-Glickman, Chairs  

Pam Bristow  
Robert Bristow  
Jerry and Cynthia Brown  
Jennifer Clarke  
John and Lisa Flack  
Jonathan and Donna Frankel  
Earl and Tama Geertgens  
Marc Glickman and Laurie Feldman-Glickman  
Neil Higgins and Mary Thompson  
Jill La Vea  
Giselaine Maltby and Paul Coulombe  
Geoff (’79 Bath) and Renee McConnell  
Lynn Mortazavi  
Lawrence and Louise Nelson  
Kevin and Page O’Rourke  
Janet Santaniello  
Anne Scharpf  
Kirk and Julie Thomas

**Woodstock Senior Parent Gift — Class of 2016**

Athletic Training Center and Weight Room Renovation  
Harry and Pamela DeWees, Chairs  

Ping Cao and Wenjie Yu  
Anne Dickerson  
Harry and Pamela Dewees  
Melissa Escobar  
Richard and Lori Jabara  
Edward and Nancy Joyce  
Todd and Satomi Katz  
Kevin and Tammy Kirby  
Lawrence and Caren Leventhal  
Jennifer Marlin  
Daniel and Kathleen Mandel  
Eric and Mandy McKinley  
Carmen Martocchio  
Clarence Peterson  
J. and Laura Piper  
Markus and Mariette Rhyner  
Anthony Rizzo and Nina Romano  
Mark Schilling and Elizabeth Dalton  
Elyssa Slutzky  
Libaio and Chunxia Wang

**In Honor Gifts**

The following gifts were made in honor of an individual or group of people related to Hyde. In Honor gifts are a great way to support Hyde while showing appreciation for someone special in your life.

Todd and Kristin Adelman  
*In Honor of Deker Adelman (‘15 Bath)*

William and Sharon Coale  
*In Honor of Billy Coale (‘98 Bath)*

Isabelle Appleton  
*In Honor of Benjamin Fusco (‘14 Bath)*

John and Shannon Coray  
*In Honor of John Coray (‘18 Bath)*

Mel Auston  
*In Honor of Michael Auston (‘05 Woodstock)*

Robert Dandrew and Dale Bennett  
*In Honor of Susie “the voice of Hyde” Racine*

Jake Boynton (‘05 Woodstock)  
*In Honor of The Warnick Family*

David Douek  
*In Honor of Aaron Douek (‘17 Woodstock)*

Clayton and Maggie Chessman  
*In Honor of Kurt Chessman (‘10 Bath)*

Joseph and Laura Franklin  
*In Honor of Colin Czarnecki (‘10 Woodstock)*
Samantha Frisoli (’14 Woodstock)
In Honor of the Class of 2014

Louise Harpel
In Honor of Charles Kehler (’13 Woodstock)

Henry Kerson (’05 Woodstock)
In Honor of Tom Lord

Herman and Diane Klemick
In Honor of Samantha Klemick (’05 Bath)

Jeanne Kruse
In Honor of Nicolas Kruse (’05 Woodstock)

Christine Leventhal
In Honor of Peter Leventhal

Jennifer Marlin
In Honor of Devin Peterson (’16 Woodstock)

Wayne and Suzanne Martin
In Honor of Jean Kapsner

Kevin McKiernan and Valerie Carnevale
In Honor of Hyde Woodstock Faculty and Family Education

Bernadette McLaughlin
In Honor of Connor McLaughlin (’13 Woodstock)

Walter Regnery and Alice Paylor
In Honor of Laura Denton Gauld (’76 Bath) and John Rigney

Della Pegolotti
In Honor of Cody Vickery (’10 Bath)

Lee and Michelle Porter
In Honor of Lee Porter, V (’17 Bath)

Cornelia Sanford Pratt
In Honor of Nicolas Mandelstein (’00 Bath) and Naomi Mandelstein

Joel and Sally Rabine
In Honor of Joshua Miller (’19 Woodstock)

David and Julie Samber
In Honor of Paul Samber (’00 Bath) and Ellen Samber (’02 Bath)

Michael Sheehan
In Honor of Stephen Sheehan

Mike and Rosemary Shields
In Honor of Hyde Faculty and Staff

Elyssa Slutzky
In Honor of Ryan Slutzky (’16 Woodstock)

Gerald Stadtmueller and Catherine Luther
In Honor of Ted Stadtmueller (’05 Bath)

Edward and Anna Stanislowski
In Honor of Nicholas Stanislowski (’99 Bath)

Mona Todras
In Honor of Haddon Pantel (’03 Bath)

Eugene and Debbie VanVort
In Honor of Brett VanVort (’16 Bath)

The following donors made gifts this year in honor of Hyde School founder, Joseph W. Gauld:

George and Peace Baxter
Joy Bengtson
Michel Bezy and Isabelle Geoffroy
Reade and Martha Brower
Christopher Blake and Lisa Williams
Theodore and Jane Cercos
Beverly Coleman
J. Paul and Jeanne Curry
Shannon Curry (’98 Woodstock)
Lavoe Davis
Patricia Durkin
F. Pierce Ellinwood
David Epstein
Matthew Ferry (’02 Bath)
Lucy Foerster (’03 Bath)
Barry and Tamara Freeman
David and Elizabeth Hinchman
Jean Humphrey
Laurie Gauld Hurd (’75 Bath)
Zachary Hurd (’99 Bath)
William Jenks
Herbert and Leah Kaplan
Michael Laflamme and Lisa Walker
David Lawrence (’92 Bath)
Andrew Mann (’78 Bath)
Thomas (’80 Bath) and Karen Morgan
Patricia Palmer
Kevin and Aileen Peters
The Ramer Family
Bruce and Irina Rosenblum
Mary Segars
Marilyn Selber
Peter and Nancy Smith
Annabelle Shields (’87 Bath)
Barbara Stuart
Richard and Nancy Truluck
Sandy Turman (’83 Bath) and Dot Robinson
Deirdre Vander Schaaf (’94 Bath)
James Violette and Tamara Hall
Steve and Lucinda Warnick
Joseph and Debbie Werner
Bob and Holly White
Megan Wholey (’75 Bath)
Charles and Cynthia Wright
John and Maureen Yoder

Walter and Sara Burlock
In Memory of Benjamin Burlock (’13 Bath)

Jonathan Caine (’81 Bath)
In Memory of Lynn Caine

Henry and Audrey Cheetham
In Memory of Blanche Gauld, Sumner Hawley and Paul Hurd (’67 Bath)

Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
In Memory of Ruth Cooke

Michael Deissig (’03 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd (’67 Bath)

Juan Jose Diaz
In Memory of Alexander Schneider (’01 Bath)

Kwaku Edusei (’93 Bath)
In Memory of Kenyatta Hassan and Larquette Johnson (’91 Bath)

Read Fleming and Nancy Zacks
In Memory of George Fleming, Sr.

Carol Fritz
In Memory of Ian Worth (’99 Woodstock)

Susan Galligos (’91 Bath)
In Memory of Robert and Alice Herren

Joseph Gauld
In Memory of Blanche Gauld

Mahalia Gauld
In Memory of Paul Hurd (’67 Bath)

Shawn and Sarah Good
In Memory of Benjamin Burlock (’13 Bath)

Frederic “Fritz” Hammond
In Memory of George Hammond (’11 Woodstock)

Frederick Heinrich (’70 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd (’67 Bath)

Memorial Gifts
Memorial gifts are a great way to make a contribution to Hyde while perpetuating the memory of someone special.

Ian (’91 Bath) and Maria Bartrum
In Memory of Royal Bartrum, Jr.

Joy Bengtson
In Memory of Samuel Galpin

Penelope Bliss
In Memory of Susan Harp

Alan and Sheryl Brooks
In Memory of Mike Dawes

Isaac Brower (’09 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd (’67 Bath)

Donna De Santis Buymaster and Family
In Memory of Benjamin Burlock (’13 Bath)
Brad and Amanda Hunter ('75 Bath)
In Memory of Warren Press ('76 Bath)

Georgia Hurd ('03 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Laurie Gauld Hurd ('75 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Meddy Hurd ('04 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Zach Hurd ('99 Bath)
In Memory of Claire Hurd

Tim ('89 Bath) and Katarina Jaques
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Brett Johnson ('79 Bath) and Jackie
Blevins Johnson ('79 Bath)
In Memory of Mark Blevins ('81 Bath)

Nelson Kasfir and Elizabeth Blum
In Memory of Norman and Gladys Blum

Henry Kerson ('05 Woodstock)
In Memory of Mike Dawes

Jill La Vea
In Memory of James La Vea and George Weltman

Dan ('98 Bath) and Stephanie Markell
In Memory of Herb and Anette Poses

Verna Mayo
In Memory of Blanche Gauld and Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Barry and Rochelle Naft
In Memory of Anthony Ray

Charles Pohl and Eve Niguette
In Memory of Benjamin Burlock ('13 Bath)

Janet Santaniello
In Memory of Anthony Santaniello

Alex Scarcella ('96 Bath)
In Memory of Giuseppe Scarcella

Matt Schiffman ('05 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Paul Schneider
In Memory of Alexander Schneider ('01 Bath)

Lloyd and Brenda Steen
In Memory of Douglas Steen ('09 Woodstock)

Laura Sternberg ('04 Woodstock)
In Memory of Nannette Goldstein

Rachel Tomlinson-Slater ('87 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Roddy von Seldeneck ('96 Bath)
In Memory of Mike Dawes and Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Andrew White ('03 Bath)
In Memory of Paul Hurd ('67 Bath)

Peter Wright ('85 Bath) and Lisa Gill
In Memory of Barbara Damon-Day, Paul Hurd ('67 Bath) and Gary Kent

David Yale
In Memory of Debra Leipman Yale
Sumner Hawley Society

All individuals and families who make a planned gift to Hyde School or have included the school in their estate plans are members of the Sumner Hawley Society, named in honor of the co-founder of Hyde School. Planned gifts are a great way to sustain the mission and vision of Hyde School set forth by our founders.

Ann Altman*
grandson Robert Altman (’99 Woodstock)

Charles and Karen Aring
Charles Aring (’99 Woodstock) and Gretchen Aring (’02 Woodstock)

Donald and Nancy Baldwin
Blake Matheny (’98 Bath), Tyler Matheny (’00 Bath) and Weston Matheny (’02 Bath)

Michael and Margo Ballew
Travis Ballew (’01 Bath)

Gloria Barnes

David Boone and Jacki Hinton
Aaron Hinton (’98 Bath)

Steven Cole and Adele Blong
Robert Cole (’02 Bath)

Nancy Coyne
Sarah Coyne (’06 Bath)

Lavoe Davis
Edward Davis (’90 Bath)

Lynn Dawes
Michael V. Dawes, Jr. (’92 Bath)

Michael Dawes*
Michael V. Dawes, Jr. (’92 Bath)

Kenneth DeAngelis
Ross DeAngelis (’04 Bath), Simone DeAngelis (’10 Woodstock) and Madeline Moritz (’10 Woodstock)

Paul Downey
Jessica Downey (’03 Woodstock)

Randall and Nancy Eaton
Meghan (’06 Woodstock)
Bob (’90 Bath) and Brooke Felt

Charles Aring (’99 Woodstock) and Gretchen Aring (’02 Woodstock)

Christopher and Noel Foy
Christopher Foy (’06 Bath)

Larry and Lisa French
Todd French (’89 Bath)

Ron Friedman and Sally Christian
James Lorenz (’01 Woodstock)

Carol Fritz
Julia Wolfe (’01 Woodstock)

George and Susan Frost
Scott Frost (’94 Bath) and Jonathan Frost (’96 Bath)

Joey Gauld
Malcolm Gauld (’72 Bath), Laurie Gauld Hurd (’75 Bath) and Gigi Gauld MacMillan (’82 Bath)

Ken Grant (’72 Bath) and Claire Denton Grant (’75 Bath)
Sarah Grant (’00 Woodstock), Jesse Grant (’03 Woodstock) and Lauren Grant (’05 Woodstock)

John and Kelly Hartman*
Raymond Hartman (’75 Bath)

Bob Henson and Melissa Koerner
Christopher Henson (’01 Bath)

Rick and Jody Howard
Katrina Howard (’90 Bath) and Eben Howard (’92 Bath)

JC Labowitz and Patti Rounsevell
Ethan Labowitz (’03 Woodstock) and Susanna Labowitz (’08 Woodstock)
Peter and Catherine Lawler  
*Patrick Lawler ('08 Bath)*

Ron Lykins and Joan Perry  
*Michael Lykins ('98 Bath) and Sean Lykins ('00 Bath)*

Paul and Tara MacMahon  
*Timothy MacMahon ('95 Bath), Julia MacMahon ('01 Woodstock), Lisa Schuchmann ('01 Woodstock) and Kerri Finamore ('02 Bath)*

Lee Mortenson and Carol Kirkland  
*Leia Mortenson ('03 Bath)*

Ann Peden

Robert and Noelle Rainer  
*Sara Rainer ('09 Bath)*

Martha Roynon*  
*Robin Roynon ('68 Bath)*

Mike Rugala and Kathy Sibert  
*Andrew Rugala ('07 Bath)*

Michael and Janice Schiffman  
*Matt Schiffman ('05 Woodstock)*

Paul Schneider  
*Alexander Schneider ('01 Bath)*

Patrick Slattery*  
*Joseph Slattery ('72 Bath)*

Dianne Snedaker  
*Jonathan Snedaker ('99 Bath)*

Gerry Snedaker  
*Jonathan Snedaker ('99 Bath)*

Daniel and Mimi Sullivan  
*Daniel Sullivan ('04 Bath)*

Clay and Judee von Seldeneck  
*Raddy von Seldeneck ('96 Bath) and Kevin von Seldeneck ('97 Bath)*

Lee and Lydia Wikkerink  
*Lori Lee Bedard ('81 Bath)*

Dick and Nancy Wright  
*Rick Wright ('79 Bath)*

Lisa Young  
*Ashley Young ('05 Woodstock)*

Sanford Young  
*Ashley Young ('05 Woodstock)*

Sam Zolten and Ruth Estrich  
*Dorian de Tappan ('05 Woodstock) and Joshua Zolten ('08 Woodstock)*

*Diane Snedaker  
*Jonathan Snedaker ('99 Bath)*

*Gerry Snedaker  
*Jonathan Snedaker ('99 Bath)*

Daniel and Mimi Sullivan  
*Daniel Sullivan ('04 Bath)*

Clay and Judee von Seldeneck  
*Raddy von Seldeneck ('96 Bath) and Kevin von Seldeneck ('97 Bath)*

Lee and Lydia Wikkerink  
*Lori Lee Bedard ('81 Bath)*

Dick and Nancy Wright  
*Rick Wright ('79 Bath)*

Lisa Young  
*Ashley Young ('05 Woodstock)*

Sanford Young  
*Ashley Young ('05 Woodstock)*

Sam Zolten and Ruth Estrich  
*Dorian de Tappan ('05 Woodstock) and Joshua Zolten ('08 Woodstock)*

*denotes deceased
**President and Heads of School**

Malcolm Gauld ('72 Bath)
President

Laura Denton Gauld ('76 Bath)
Head of School, Bath
Executive Director of Hyde Boarding Schools

Bob Felt ('90 Bath)
Head of School, Woodstock

**Office of Development and Alumni Relations**

Erin Brown
Executive Director of Development

Nicole Missino
Director of Annual Giving

Louisa Morris
Director of Campaign Operations

Peter Morrison
Associate Director of Development

Gary Monnier
Senior Development Associate

Deborah Smith
Development Associate

Jason Warnick ('98 Bath)
Director of Alumni and HAPA Engagement

Meg Whiteford
Major Gifts Officer

For Further Information
www.hyde.edu/giving

Hyde Bath
616 High Street
Bath, ME 04530
207-386-5200

Hyde Woodstock
150 Route 169
Woodstock, CT 06281
860-963-4717

development@hyde.edu